Liquid union is made for representing authentically the people, being its participants, from a huge and diverse, but still specific, population, such that, per each project supplying specific set of needs of the participants, multiple supplying channels are financed proportionally to periodical vote of the participants.

This way, the power over the money flow is back under the control of the participants - not of their representative and bureaucrats, while the participants can move between the channels without losing their union privileges and while the groups integration in the union is made without one group deciding for the others. Hence every group wins a proportional part but No "Winner Takes All".

The #Artists4SocialImprovement in the initiation phase: We are starting by triple form of concert/exhibition:
- **Artistic** - by musicians, poets, performances, dj, vj on stage and in streets;
- **Telling** - by people who share their desire for or experience in, migrating between and/or being equal in group; and
- **Realization** - by finding the people to group with and sing up to liquid union.